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GovTech is an emergent innovation ecosystem in which private-sector start-ups and innovative small and medium enterprises (SMEs) deliver technological products and services, often using new and emerging technologies, to public sector clients. Many GovTech companies work on challenges presented by emergent policy areas, or on problems where no solution was previously imagined as technically possible. The priorities of the GovTech ecosystem include improved efficiency and greater accountability in the public sector and its interactions with citizens. Building trust across the diverse stakeholders in the ecosystem is crucial for developing a thriving GovTech industry to serve the domestic public sector and to contribute to national economic growth.
Abstract

Governments around the world recognise an urgent need to move away from expensive, bloated IT contracts, and to serve citizens with greater efficiency and accountability. If carefully shaped, the emergent GovTech ecosystem, in which start-ups and SMEs provide innovative technology products and services to public sector clients, can contribute to achieving these objectives. This guide introduces the concept of GovTech. It further identifies eight activities that policymakers can undertake to foster national GovTech innovation ecosystems and to steer them towards positive outcomes for citizens and public administrators. It advises policymakers to

1. **Build the social and technical foundations for GovTech**: Ensure that the basic conditions are in place for GovTech to thrive and enjoy public support, including public digital infrastructure, cybersecurity, universal Internet access, and universalism in access to online public service provision.

2. **Embed expectations of accountability at an ecosystem-wide level**: Promote a joined-up vision of accountability, particularly when handling citizens’ data, across the ecosystem and consider setting industry standards to ensure that it is observed.

3. **Address GovTech procurement barriers**: Facilitate the process of small, innovative technology companies selling to government. Communicate to non-traditional providers with clarity and seek to build trust with them throughout the procurement process.

4. **Ensure the provision of appropriate, and often patient, capital**: Consider the possible long-term outcomes of different financing mechanisms, and plan government funding and incentivisation schemes accordingly.

5. **Engage academia at each stage of the GovTech innovation lifecycle**: Draw on the multidisciplinary capacities of universities to build human capital; enable knowledge transfer and access to new ideas; develop technological spin-offs that convert research into high-value commercialisation ventures; and provide support on ethics and governance.

6. **Develop pipelines of technological talent, emphasizing public sector problems and opportunities**: Learn from cyber security education programmes and consider a holistic range of engagements to build interest among technically skilled young people.

7. **Build translator capacity within the public sector**: Ensure that public sector agencies and departments are equipped to converse at the intersection of technology and public policy, including with GovTech companies.

8. **Develop and utilise regional and international networks**: Engage regional and international networks both to learn about innovations elsewhere and to assist domestic GovTech companies with internationalisation, contributing to economic growth.
Part 1.
An Introduction to GovTech
Introduction

Governments around the world are nurturing the growth of domestic GovTech, or government technology, innovation ecosystems. ‘GovTech’ continues to evade a single definition but its core mission is broadly understood to be making public sectors more innovative, efficient, and responsive through the use of digital and emerging technologies provided principally by start-ups and innovative small or medium enterprises (SMEs), including ‘scale-ups’.1 For governments, the growth and sustainability of a domestic GovTech ecosystem holds a double allure: the possibility of renewing the domestic public sector at a moment where governments around the world are at a point of institutional crisis; and the promise of economic growth as the global GovTech market courts valuations of $400 billion annually.2

The emergence of GovTech strikes at the core of contemporary challenges of governance. Amid rapid technological change and deepening inequality, citizens are demanding of their governments better public services and more meaningful forms of participation. These demands occur against a backdrop of budgetary constraint in many countries, creating a strong efficiency imperative. Many public institutions are falling short.3 Their deficiencies are amplified as citizens compare their often-sluggish interactions with government bureaucracies to the efficiencies of the platform economy. At the same time, a prevalence of disastrous, expensive IT projects points to a profound lack of government oversight in private-sector partnerships, indicating carelessness, lack of capacity, or even corruption. These technology-related failures fuel the disenchantment in the institutions of government that grips many countries today. It is thus incumbent upon policymakers to reconceive how they buy, use, and regulate the technologies of twenty-first century governance.

This guide is premised on the belief that GovTech innovation ecosystems can be a vehicle for better technological usage by the public sector and a fairer distribution of the financial benefits of government technology contracts. To achieve these positive objectives, accountability must be embedded at an ecosystem-wide level from the outset.4 Policymakers have a key role to play today in fostering GovTech innovation ecosystems and steering them towards beneficial outcomes.

---

1 Large enterprises and non-profit organisations can also supply innovative technologies to the public sector. The French Startup d’État programme promotes public sector intrapreneurship. This report acknowledges the role of these alternative GovTech vehicles but focuses on start-ups and innovative SMEs as the principal unit of GovTech delivery in many economies. Because firm growth can be linked to innovation, innovation-oriented SMEs may be ‘scale-ups’, experiencing growth in terms of employees or turnover. ‘Enabling SMEs to Scale up: Discussion Paper’ (OECD Ministerial Conference on Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, Mexico City: OECD, 2018), https://www.oecd.org/cfe/smes/ministerial/documents/2018-SME-Ministerial-Conference-Plenary-Session-1.pdf, p. 7.


GovTech Innovation Ecosystems

GovTech innovation ecosystems constitute the dynamic interaction of individuals, organisations, and resources that create, buy, use and regulate GovTech products and services (Illustration 1). Across the world, these ecosystems are in their nascent stages, with civil servants, politicians, entrepreneurs, investors, consultants and multi-lateral organisations promoting GovTech as both an economic opportunity and a vehicle for boosting the innovative capacity of government. This interest has led to the development of GovTech-focused policies, programmes and investment portfolios, many of which are led or supported by national governments.

Despite these advances, GovTech is still young as both a policy domain and an industry. Firm-level success stories, expertise, and international knowledge diffusion remain limited. On a global scale, many governments actively seek guidance on how to nurture the growth of a local GovTech ecosystem that both supports specific national needs and draws on relative advantages. This guide responds to that call.

Thinking about GovTech aims to identify and explore core policy areas that policymakers must consider in order to develop sustainable and accountable GovTech innovation ecosystems. It also notes what GovTech is not, and where its use is unsuitable (see R2). Innovation is a term that appears throughout. While ‘innovation’ crops up frequently and amorphously in conversations about government digitisation, it is used here with two specific meanings in mind: to refer to those ideas, products, and services that are 1) new altogether OR 2) whose general uptake or specific application in the public sector is new. In the second case, the innovation lies in the adoption. Innovation is, furthermore, used here in a positive sense, focused on newness that may genuinely benefit society. Dividing GovTech into five (sometimes overlapping) subcategories—administration, digital

ILLUSTRATION 1. The GovTech Innovation Ecosystem
infrastructure, service provision, participation, and regulation—helps to identify the specific benefits that its technologies can offer (see Illustration 2).

Reviewing current international policies and programmes and consulting policymakers, entrepreneurs, and investors engaged in GovTech development has led to the identification of eight activities that will be critical to effective GovTech policy design and implementation in many countries. Thinking about GovTech counsels policymakers to:

1. **Build the social and technical foundations for GovTech:** Work towards ensuring that the basic conditions are in place for GovTech to thrive and enjoy public support, including public digital infrastructure, cybersecurity, universal Internet access, and universalism in access to online public service provision.

2. **Embed expectations of accountability at an ecosystem-wide level:** Promote a shared vision of accountability, particularly when handling citizens’ data, across the ecosystem and consider setting industry standards to ensure that it is observed.

3. **Address GovTech procurement barriers:** Facilitate the process of small, innovative technology companies selling to government. Communicate with clarity and seek to build trust pre-procurement and during procurement.

4. **Ensure the provision of appropriate, and often patient, capital:** Consider the possible long-term outcomes of different financing mechanisms, and plan government funding and incentivization schemes accordingly.

5. **Engage academia at each stage of the GovTech innovation lifecycle:** Draw on the multidisciplinary capacities of universities to build human capital; enable knowledge transfer and access to new ideas; develop technological spin-offs that convert research into high-value commercialisation ventures; and guide on ethics and governance.

6. **Develop pipelines of technological talent, emphasizing public sector problems and opportunities:** Learn from cyber security education programmes and consider a holistic range of engagements to build interest among technically skilled young people.

---

GovTech can also usefully be divided into government functions or policy domains. For example, see ‘GovTech: Europe’s next Opportunity’ (Accenture & PUBLIC, 2018), p. 9.
7. **Build translator capacity within the public sector:** Ensure that public sector agencies and departments are equipped to converse at the intersection of technology and public policy, including with GovTech companies.

8. **Develop and utilise regional and international networks:** Engage regional and international networks both to learn about innovations elsewhere and to assist domestic GovTech companies with internationalisation, contributing to economic growth.

Each activity is crucial for creating the conditions in which GovTech can flourish, but its specific, local interpretation will necessarily vary from one country to another. Such an approach to this guide is encouraged: it is not intended as a blueprint, but instead as a source of idea generation for policymakers and other GovTech stakeholders as they forge local ecosystems. The comparative analysis of selected international cases is intended to inform the design at the local level of policies and programmes associated with each activity.

A key recommendation in this guide pertains to the funding of GovTech ventures (see R4). It is widely acknowledged that high-risk technology industries focused on solving large-scale public problems require investment from multiple public and private sources. These mission-oriented technology industries, like nanotechnology or biotechnology, typically address questions of basic technological feasibility. Their supply-side uncertainties create a demand for patient capital, or financing that extends beyond the typical three-to-five-year venture capital (VC) timeframe.

Many GovTech ventures, from citizen feedback platforms to administrative software, sit, by contrast, at the applied end of the innovation lifecycle. Despite this difference, in many countries, GovTech firms may also require patient investment due to the demand-side uncertainties that they face, from slow government sales cycles to lack of opportunity for piloting. Expecting young GovTech companies to meet conventional VC timeframes for growth and profitability may place at risk both individual companies and the sustainability of the ecosystem overall. In light of these circumstances, policymakers must work both to procure more efficiently (see R3), and to ensure the availability of sufficiently patient capital for GovTech.

A further observation is that national GovTech agendas must be underpinned by a collective vision of national deficits and aspirations, and the role of the government in addressing them. The capacity of policymakers to articulate a collective mission, in receipt of broad-based support, for the future of government and its relations with its citizens, will profoundly impact the developmental capacity and future strengths and weaknesses of the national GovTech ecosystem. This is because at the core of the development of GovTech lies a question about the proper role of government in society in an era of massive technological and social upheaval. The answer requires governments to re-evaluate public value in a digital age (see R2), and to ensure that they are delivering on that vision in their capacities as technology procurers, users, investors and regulators.

---


Encouragingly, we are already beginning to see GovTech being framed in terms of national needs. In the UK, GovTech is articulated as addressing the collectively diagnosed national ‘productivity puzzle’; bolstering foreign trade opportunities; and improving health outcomes and creating a thriving ‘digital health’ industry.\(^8\) All of these are key objectives in broader national Industrial Strategy (2017.) In Israel, by contrast, while digital health is also a priority, GovTech is framed as a mechanism for countering the growing socio-economic gap between the 8% of Israeli citizens who have benefitted from the technology-based economy, and the rest who have not.\(^9\) In each case, GovTech policies and programmes are oriented towards addressing national weaknesses, and thus realising a collectively constructed vision of a more inclusive future nation. Although the long-run successes of either GovTech policy agenda remain to be proven, these specific, unifying narratives have played a role in galvanising early-stage, high-level support in both countries.

Developing the Ecosystem

Beyond specific recommendations, an overarching ambition of this guide is to emphasize the type of ecosystem that GovTech is likely to be in most countries: a project of deliberate, sometimes state-led, fostering. GovTech is premised upon the coming together of many different communities, often with only limited pre-existing connectivity between them. In many countries, it should not be assumed that these groups and individuals will encounter each other ‘by chance’ or by virtue of market forces alone. Innovation system theorists note the critical role of ‘structured government support’ to foster the ‘sustained linkages between individuals and organizations’ that make up an innovation ecosystem.\(^10\) This is likely to be the case with GovTech, where new GovTech products and services with strong market fit can only emerge from sustained connectedness between founders, policymakers, and other stakeholders. Governments cannot afford to be doctrinaire or overly interventionist, given the networked quality of innovation ecosystems, but they must create a positive institutional environment. Nurturing and catalysing specific opportunities for GovTech stakeholders to gather, trade, collaborate, critique, share ideas, build trust, and vent frustrations is crucial.\(^11\)

In some countries, many pieces of the jigsaw may already be in place—including start-ups with compelling ideas and strong teams, and enthusiastic government procurers—but suffer from disconnection. In others, specific dimensions of the ecosystem may be missing or underdeveloped, from capital provision to an openness among government decisionmakers towards procuring technological innovation from smaller firms. The role of public policy in the ecosystem will necessarily take different

---


\(^9\) David Rosenberg, Israel’s Technology Economy (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), 10.1007/978-3-319-76654-10


forms, depending on these local market gaps, opportunities and advantages. Whatever the specific circumstances, thriving and accountable GovTech ecosystems will be the product of deliberate and sustained cooperation and nurturing, ideally drawing upon, and fostering, a sense of long-term, collective national ambition. One approach to building this sense of shared responsibility may be the provision of Collaborative Public Space (CPS) or space where a diverse range of GovTech ecosystem stakeholders, who may otherwise be unfamiliar with one another, regularly interact (see R5).

**The sustainability of the ecosystem also requires attention.** Quick, clear wins at the inception of a new project can help to generate buy-in among policymakers and citizens. But strategies focused on the long term will ensure that innovation percolates into government as an enduring feature; will safeguard continuity in the provision of services delivered by GovTech firms, including to the most vulnerable populations; and will ensure the responsible use of taxpayer money, whether the public sector is a client of GovTech firms or their investor. The sustainability of GovTech ecosystems depends on several factors, including broad-based political will, an insurgent culture of change across the civil service, the provision of patient capital, and the creation of technological talent pipelines interested in tackling public problems.

---


13 This sharing is facilitated by global platforms (for example, apolitical) and international events (for example, the European GovTech Summit). www.apolitical.com; https://GovTechsummit.eu/.


---

**GovTech is Always Local**

The international audience for which this guide is intended should not be confused with technouniversalism, or the belief that the same technological devices can simply be replicated or exported to ‘solve’ like problems across the world. It should also not be mistaken for a claim to the generalisability of public policies pertaining to GovTech across disparate national contexts. Governments frequently share comparable challenges across core public policy domains tackled by GovTech firms, including education, health, and public housing, and there is a welcome tendency towards lesson sharing among the global GovTech community, but careful consideration of local context is key.

**The impact of implementing a specific GovTech policy or programme will vary depending on a myriad of factors at the local level.** These factors include political context, user needs, population size and diversity, stability of the policy context, and capacity for implementation. The failure of the One Laptop Per Child programme in rural Peru, and the differential effects of the market entry of Uber, the mobility company, across the globe demonstrate how distinct the social consequences of like technological rollout can be between contexts. Practitioners should therefore engage with the ideas and examples put forward in this report as a launchpad for developing issue-specific and contextually pertinent processes, policies, and programmes.
Considering these contextual factors, this guide suggests that governments place strong emphasis on building local capacity to implement projects designed to meet their desired visions of GovTech, rather than adopting so-called 'best practice' solutions. As Michael Woolcock, Lead Social Scientist at the World Bank, writes, ‘the effectiveness of a given state’s policy turns on the extent to which the soundness of the policy’s content and the depth of political support it enjoys is matched to a robust implementation apparatus’. Keeping the focus on local alacrity and capacity for implementation is particularly important in GovTech due to the youthfulness of the industry and thus the difficulty of genuinely identifying ‘best practices’ in any single national context, let alone practices that may usefully be transferred.

Many (but not all) examples featured here are drawn from developed economies, reflecting the relative maturity of GovTech in those countries compared to many developing economies. But GovTech is gaining pace globally. It has marked potential in developing economies, which may benefit from an approach fuelled by start-ups rather than expensive large IT suppliers. GovTech can, furthermore, be articulated as a compelling response to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015 as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable development (see R4).

This guide focuses predominantly on GovTech at the national level, though draws occasionally on city-level examples. The focus addresses an intellectual gap: most policy literature on government collaboration with smaller companies addresses ‘smart cities’ policy rather than national technology initiatives.

The principal data gathering tools on which this guide is based are desk research, fieldwork, and qualitative interviews with more than sixty policymakers, GovTech entrepreneurs, incubators and accelerators, and investors (private and public) based in Europe, the Middle East, Latin America, and Australasia. Further information on Sources and Methodology appears in Appendix 1.

Principally designed for policymakers, this guide will nonetheless be highly relevant to the broader GovTech community, from investors to entrepreneurs and researchers. As the role of the state in developing the GovTech ecosystem necessarily differs from one country to another, some of the topics covered will be more directly applicable to non-governmental stakeholders in some countries.

The guide forms part of the broader GovTech agenda at the Bennett Institute for Public Policy. Further work as the industry matures will provide more in-depth analysis of specific GovTech policy levers and programme design. Future research questions can be found in Appendix 3.

---

Background

Many national governments are experienced developers and supporters of new technology-based sectors. They have strategically invested capital, written policy, and provided resources to foster technology ecosystems corresponding to national needs and relative advantages. The Israeli high technology sector, agricultural technology in Brazil (under the Embrapa label) and financial technologies (Fintech) in the UK, are all examples. In each case, the stewardship of the state in creating and shaping a supportive environment is acknowledged as contributing significantly to the economic and broader success of the sector.  

Despite this entrepreneurial impetus, governments are often far less experienced at playing another role in relation to innovative technologies and the firms that create them: that of their user and client. They have tended to rely on large-scale information technology contracts with big technology firms to meet public sector technology needs. The arrangement has brought some benefits. Large technology providers, sometimes operating as ‘systems integrators’, typically have the human, financial and technological resources to deliver at scale. They have often been a stable presence through changes in the political cycle, offering long-run expertise on technology usage in the public sector. In civil services where policy professionals regularly rotate office, they have also become significant carriers of corporate memory at the departmental or agency level.  

Yet the picture is not all rosy. A small slate of large technology providers holds a monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic position in many countries. From India to the UK, examples of big, failed government IT projects designed and implemented by large technology providers abound. HealthCare.gov, the ‘ObamaCare website’, for which CGI Group, a technology consultancy, reportedly received $292 million, is an infamous example. Millions of Americans were expected to enrol within weeks of its launch but, beset by bugs and with low capacity to handle traffic, only 26,794 people had signed up a month after the website went live. In Canada, problems with the £500 million IBM-delivered Phoenix payroll system left some government staffers unpaid for months. Others were overpaid. Critics attribute the fiasco in part to disregard by the provider for functionality and security concerns.

---

18 In the UK, the top 10 suppliers won 42% of government spend on IT Services and Systems (which does not include all digital and cyber security products and services) in 2018. Bytes Software Services, the lead recipient, was awarded £333 million—over double that of the second most awarded supplier, Neueda Limited. ‘IT League Table 2018’ (London: Tussell, 2019), https://www.tussell.com/uploads/media/5c46f81b57a12/tussell-analysis-it-league-tables-2018.pdf?utm_source=website&utm_medium=insights-article, p. 2.
Large technology providers have also reportedly negotiated multi-year public sector contracts that increased in price year-on-year, even as the cost of technologies fell. Poor levels of technological understanding among public sector procurers have assisted this contractual bloating. Lock-in to long contracts has also prevented public sectors from procuring the latest technologies. In this environment, public servants have had little incentive to horizon scan—actively seeking new technological apparatus with which to address stubborn public policy dilemmas—or to imagine new, more efficient and accountable ways of administrating through technological uptake.

A reform movement emerged in the early 2000s, focused on digitising government from within. It has had notable impact on efficiency, accountability and cost effectiveness in governments around the world. The UK Government Digital Service (GDS), a pioneer in digital government, saved the UK government £4.1 billion between 2011 and 2015. In Argentina, a lesser known example, the digital government team recently closed down at least 500 disparate government websites, streamlining citizens’ interactions with government. Positive outcomes of digital government work abound globally. Yet many digital government teams have also struggled to recruit and retain technological talent, sow cultural change across the public sector, and secure ongoing high-level support.

The current state of play

At the cusp of the 2020s, there is increasing global recognition in public administrations that the current modus operandi may be detrimental both to administrators and citizens. Citizens find excessive government bureaucracy a major hurdle to improving their personal and professional lives. Many believe digital transformation could lead to improvements. There is also internal public sector pressure: the youngest public servants (and future recruits) are now ‘digital natives’, with little interest in working for analogue organisations.

To help to tackle these disconnects, policymakers are seeking to foster GovTech ecosystems in which nimble smaller companies serve as engines of innovation for the public sector. The development provides welcome acknowledgement that better serving citizens today requires skills beyond those of traditional government ‘insiders’ or incumbent technology giants alone.

Several further objectives motivate national governments to pursue GovTech agendas. These ambitions are diverse, reflecting local context. On a global scale, however, the most common objectives that policymakers cite for developing GovTech policies and programmes include the following:

---

24 Tom Loosemore, 'Why We’re so Impressed by Argentina’s Digital Services Team', Public Digital (blog), 1 June 2018.
Policymakers also occasionally cite job creation, to which start-ups contribute ‘disproportionately’ across numerous developed and developing economies. There is, nonetheless, little thinking to date about the possible labour (and other) consequences of the failure of GovTech start-ups (on start-up failure rates, see Box 1, p.18).

The objectives overall show marked enthusiasm for making government more accountable and relevant to the lives of the citizens and easing the workload of frontline civil servants. They demonstrate a sense that new technologies (or their new application in government) may help to deliver these improvements, but also recognition that most governments do not have the capacity to develop and implement the most useful technologies alone. The challenge that many GovTech enthusiasts in public administration now face is translating their conviction into broadly supported and cross-governmental policies and practices.

Defining GovTech

Despite the sense of a clear need for change, GovTech remains in definitional flux. Sources describe GovTech in vague terms, as technologies ‘designed with government as the intended customer or user.’ Still more broadly, it is ‘all the ways that Government and the public sector can be served by new commercial and social enterprises using innovative technologies.’

---

Definitional breadth may have some utility at this early stage, allowing the ecosystem to draw in the broadest range of potential stakeholders. The risk, however, of an ambiguous or overly broad definition is a confusing, and ultimately deterring, lack of clarity. \(^{30}\) If GovTech practitioners fail to articulate succinctly why the industry is necessary in their local context and what its ambitions are, they may alienate colleagues and investors, as well as citizens wary of solutionism, or the idea that technology can ‘solve’ all societal ills.\(^{31}\)

This guide thus uses a working definition (see p.4 and below) of GovTech that strikes a balance between precision and breadth. It draws on the definition of GovTech proposed in the UK Technology Innovation in Government survey (2018) but embeds a further normative dimension:\(^{32}\)

GovTech is an emergent innovation ecosystem in which private-sector start-ups and innovative small and medium enterprises (SMEs) deliver technological products and services, often using new and emerging technologies, to public sector clients. Many GovTech companies work on challenges presented by emergent policy areas, or on problems where no solution was previously imagined as technically possible. The priorities of the GovTech ecosystem include improved efficiency and greater accountability in the public sector and its interactions with citizens. Building trust across the diverse stakeholders in the ecosystem is crucial for developing a thriving GovTech industry to serve the domestic public sector and to contribute to national economic growth.

This definition recognises efficiency as a necessary but insufficient social gain of GovTech. It indicates that if the ecosystem can settle on an identity as focused on efficiency and accountability, it may become a sustainable channel for remaking citizens’ satisfaction in government and for economic gains. As is increasingly recognised, there is no reason to assume that the ecosystem will develop this way organically. \(^{33}\) Early definition can help to shape the initial activity of technology sectors, which can become highly path dependent (as the struggle of social media companies to comply with the European General Data Protection Regulation demonstrates). \(^{34}\) As such, a definition that places accountability as foundational to the ecosystem is key.

It stands to note that, despite the definition proposed above, GovTech cannot mean precisely the same thing everywhere. This definition indicates those qualities acknowledged sufficiently widely to carry local resonance in many (but not all) contexts. To achieve broad-based local support, policymakers must further define GovTech in response to locally perceived and collectively determined national needs and ambitions.

---

30 On the need for clarity of sectorial definition when seeking investment, see Knight Foundation and Rita Allen Foundation, ‘Scaling Civic Tech: Paths to a Sustainable Future’ (Knight Foundation, 31 October 2017), https://knightfoundation.org/reports/scaling-civic-tech.
Where are GovTech Ideas Generated?

As policymakers begin to seek out innovative technological ideas for the public sector, they must consider which organisations are best equipped both to facilitate idea generation and to turn those ideas into working prototypes and market-ready products and services. A range of ‘idea generator’ organisations are already engaged in GovTech. Policymakers must assess which best fit the particular needs of their department, agency or civil service, and then identify mechanisms to support and work with them.

Ideas for GovTech companies and solutions trace their origins to many different sources, including government challenge programmes, firms, public-private sector joint competitions, and incubators and accelerators (state and private). In the future, this range is likely to broaden to include other organisational types, including universities (in contrast to more advanced technology sectors, only a few universities contribute directly to the GovTech ecosystem, even in the more advanced US GovTech market). Diversification should be encouraged to ensure that a broad range of entrepreneurs have the opportunity to bring their ideas to market, and to improve the quality of government suppliers through increasing competition. GovTech programmes based outside capital cities and in low-income communities may be particularly useful in stimulating place-based solutions that respond to local needs and contributing to economic growth outside metropolitan centres.

---

### Organisation Type | Idea Generators | Examples
--- | --- | ---
**Government Challenge Programmes** |  |  
○ Challenge areas typically selected by central GovTech team, with Government departments proposing challenges that they require assistance in tackling  
○ Entrepreneurs come up with ideas to tackle selected challenges, awarded grant or small investment to develop it  
○ UK GovTech Catalyst Scheme (challenge examples: rural isolation, tracking Daesh still imagery online)¹  
○ Israel Digital Innovation Fund for Public Sector Challenges (challenge examples: linking and maintaining dispersed social welfare databases, digital applications for improving the efficiency of local government)²  
**Government Competitions** |  |  
○ Entrepreneurs  
○ Government may define broad policy focus  
○ GovTech (Portugal) competition for start-ups with prototype to tackle any United Nations Sustainable Development Goal. Winners selected by jury and public using blockchain voting system; prize includes cash and opportunity to collaborate with Portuguese government; focus on assisting with internationalisation³  
**Firms** |  |  
○ Entrepreneurs  
○ Biobot Analytics (US) – data insights from sewage  
○ ZenCity (Israel) – citizen sentiment analysis  
○ Socrata (US) – open data and data-driven decision-making  
**Public-private sector joint competitions** |  |  
○ Public office and private company agree terms of the competition, including challenge areas  
○ Teams generate ideas, may result in company formation  
○ Google, the Ministry of Justice and Ben Gurion University joint competition (Israel)  
**Incubators and Accelerators (state, private or blended finance)** |  |  
○ Entrepreneurs  
○ Incubators may assist entrepreneurs with idea generation through organising relevant one-to-one meetings and programming  
○ GovStart (UK and France)⁴  
○ Lightning Lab GovTech (New Zealand)⁵  
**Government Hackathons** |  |  
○ Groups and individual attendees  
○ Attendees may be asked to focus on specific challenges or policy areas  
○ Governments may provide datasets for attendees to work on  
○ Code4PA (Pennsylvania, USA) focused in 2018 on addressing the opioid epidemic⁶  
○ DiploHack Brussels focused in 2018 on creating new transparency applications using European data⁷  
○ Blockchain Talent Hackathon 2017 focused on public sector applications of blockchain (Mexico)⁸  
**Multi-lateral and third-sector initiatives** |  |  
○ Entrepreneurs responding to funds and competitions from multi-laterals (eg. regional development banks) and third-sector organisations  
○ Often focused on global challenges, where national governments may be client  
○ UNICEF Innovation Fund invests in international early-stage emerging technology ventures. In 2018 launched Blockchain call focused on global problems such as transparency in healthcare delivery⁹  
**Bug Bounty Programmes** |  |  
○ Hackers, focused on identifying public sector cyber security vulnerabilities – though not an explicit programme objective, access to government systems and websites may lead to ideas for GovTech products and services  
○ GovTech Singapore Bug Bounty Program (Singapore) in partnership with HackerOne  

---

5 https://lgovtech.co.nz/.  
6 http://www.code4pa.tech/.  
7 http://diplohack.brussels/.  
9 www.unicef.org/innovation/stories/VCfundBlockchainCohort.
Barriers to GovTech Adoption and Implementation

Barriers to GovTech adoption

Despite the many possible advantages of engaging GovTech, there are several barriers to adoption. These barriers are surmountable but must be addressed as a priority if national governments are fully to harness the potential benefits of new and emerging technologies. How policymakers negotiate them will impact the reception of GovTech both within and beyond the public sector. It will thus affect the sustainability of GovTech as a national project.

What are the principal barriers to GovTech adoption in the public sector?38

• Lack of technological understanding in the public sector
• Difficulty recruiting and retaining technological talent, including as knowledgeable and demanding clients of technology suppliers
• Lack of interest or understanding regarding working with start-ups39
• Perception of digital innovation as extra, non-essential and peripheral work40
• Procurement systems no longer fit for purpose
• Slow purchasing decision-making processes
• Long-held incumbent relationships and contracts with technology giants and over-dependence on their services and advice
• Over-reliance on individual digitisation ‘champions’ in public sector
• Organisational structures and cultures that disincentivise experimentation and stoke fear of disempowerment
• Politics, including lack of political will
• Fear of public perception of failed experimentation
• Responsibility to balance experimentation with providing stability, especially when serving vulnerable citizens41

Challenges of GovTech Implementation

Beyond these barriers to adoption, governments that decide to pursue a GovTech agenda may confront several challenges of implementation. They include:

• Inexperience of start-ups in working with government and vice-versa
• Divergent cultural factors and modi operandi (real and perceived) between start-ups and government
• Incompatibility of investor expectations and government sales’ cycles
• Difficulty of ensuring accountability when technological solutions are outsourced to private sector companies
• Scalability and generalisability of start-up product and services
• Risk of fragmentation and duplication when working with smaller technology providers

The recommendations that follow explore mechanisms for overcoming each of the challenges of adoption of implementation listed above (see Appendix 2 for the most relevant recommendations to address each one).

38 As perceived by policymakers and GovTech entrepreneurs.
39 In 2017 only 21% of civil servants surveyed (comprising senior civil servants, civil servants in key technology roles and civil service overall) supported the idea of more procurement from SMEs. Dods Public Sector, ‘Technology in Government 2017: A Survey of the Civil Service for TechUK March 2017’ (TechUK, March 2017).
40 On the challenge this perception can pose to innovation units, see Andrew Greenway et al., Digital Transformation at Scale: Why the Strategy Is Delivery (London: London Publishing Partnership, 2018), pp. 79–90.
41 Acknowledging that many public services provide a degree of stability in their service provision indicates only that citizens can expect a minimum level of service provision without disruption. It does not mean that they function perfectly and should continue in their present form without the benefits of digitisation.
Part 2. Recommendations
1. Build the Social and Technical Foundations for GovTech

To reap the possible benefits of GovTech for society, policymakers must address as a priority four core areas: 1. developing core digital infrastructure; 2. building robust cybersecurity systems and talent pipelines; 3. ensuring universal Internet access; and 4. ensuring universalism in access to online public services, including through accessibility and digital skills for all. Few developing or developed countries can claim to have fully addressed every area. Their prioritisation will help to provide the conditions to enable a highly functional GovTech ecosystem with strong public support.

Recommendations

1) Infrastructure

The future of GovTech depends upon governments developing core digital infrastructure upon which start-ups and other providers can easily build.42 Digital infrastructure is ‘the purpose-built large-scale networked information and communication technologies that have a scope and reach beyond a single site or practice. They are embedded into organizations, contain standards, and become visible upon breakdown.’43 In the public sector context, this infrastructure is often described as Government as a Platform (GaaP).

The form of GaaP that is perceived as desirable differs between (and within) political and cultural contexts, largely because of discrepancies regarding how and which data should be moved across it. A few countries, most famously Estonia, have a unified public digital infrastructure through which services regularly communicate with each other and exchange data. Despite the efficiency of this approach for data retrieval and usage, as a model it would raise significant privacy concerns in other countries. But multiple interoperable systems, with secure and comprehensive data sharing enabled between them (often through Application Programme Interfaces, or APIs), is conceivable in countries with strong privacy requirements. Shared data standards are key to enabling such interoperability: without them, public sector work will remain siloed across systems.

In many countries, developing GaaP will require a transition from long-standing legacy systems. The scale of the project requires the backing of senior champions, a strong mandate and, to ensure widespread and willing uptake, cultural transformation across the public sector.

2) Cybersecurity

Governments must ensure that they have robust cybersecurity measures in place to protect critical national infrastructure and avoid data breaches and leaks. The challenge may be heightened when working with numerous, small providers who lack experience in securing their products and services. It is thus crucial both to build cybersecurity measures into the underlying GaaP architecture, and to prioritise cybersecurity in GovTech industry standards (see R2). Governments cannot fully outsource responsibility for cybersecurity to contracted suppliers and must at least have the capacity to be knowledgeable clients that evaluate cybersecurity measures as a key consideration in every GovTech procurement process. It is therefore incumbent on policymakers to tackle the cybersecurity skills

---

gap in the public sector, through training and where necessary through incentive schemes to gain access to the (already limited) global pool of cybersecurity talent.

3) Universal Internet Access

Less than 50% of the global population is currently online. The problem is particularly acute in developing economies, but by no means exclusive to them. For the benefits of GovTech to be inclusively felt, every citizen must have Internet access and the skills to use it. Key GovTech subsectors, including service provision and participation, risk otherwise deepening current social inequalities. State-provided Internet access is particularly critical where the cost to the private consumer prohibits access. In 2013, Mexico became the first country to introduce a constitutional right to government-provided Internet. National governments seeking to digitise their interactions with citizens must make a similar commitment. Yet the promise of Internet access is not enough alone. It must be accompanied by a clear, quick, and feasible plan for implementation. Lack of online access presents a genuine risk of disenfranchisement when governments shift to the kind of Internet-based service delivery intrinsic to GovTech. Variation in quality of access can also have meaningful impact on citizen-state relations. Although governments emphasize the efficiency and possible productivity gains of digitisation, travelling to use high-speed Internet to access public services, as remains the case for many citizens, may not be more time efficient than spending time travelling to a government office.

Duplicating resources by maintaining a parallel analogue system to serve the unconnected or poorly connected may lack cost-effectiveness. but some duplication is necessary, at least until 1) universal, high quality Internet access is guaranteed to all and 2) all citizens accept the wholesale digitisation of their interaction with the public sector, including for service provision.

4) Accessibility and Digital Skills for All

Sector standards must include accessibility requirements, helping to ensure that users are not excluded from public services on the basis of disability. While digital government teams often work to internal accessibility requirements, third-party providers are not always held to the same standards.

Governments must also ensure that lack of digital understanding is not a barrier to online interaction with the public sector. Methods for addressing the skills gap include the provision of access to digital skills training for populations who would otherwise struggle to use Internet-based services.

---

44 'UN Broadband Commission Sets Global Broadband Targets to Bring Online the World’s 3.8 Billion Not Connected to the Internet', International Telecommunications Union, 23 January 2018, https://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/Pages/2018-PR01.aspx. The UN measurement considers a person to be online if they have used the Internet at least once in the past three months, which sets the bar considerably lower than would be needed for consistent online public service provision. It also does not account for differences in quality of Internet access, such as slow connectivity.


47 In the Mexican case, three years after the constitutional amendment committing to universal online access, only 47% of households reported having Internet access (though many more public spaces are now online).


49 The OECD recommends that governments increase ‘all age groups’ comfort and familiarity with using IT to interact with the Public Sector.’ OECD Digital Government Toolkit’ (Paris: OECD, 2018), http://www.oecd.org/governance/digital-government/toolkit/principle1/
A crisis of trust in governance institutions has long been brewing across democracies. We may also be at the dawn of a technology backlash, with growing (and sometimes justified) apprehension surrounding the technologies that affect our lives and the people and organisations who invent them. GovTech emerges at the convergence point of this double dip in public confidence.

As GovTech companies rise to prominence, they could help to rehabilitate citizens’ trust in the integrity of institutions, for example by reducing fraud in public sector contracting. Numerous GovTech companies, including Pondera (US) and Datawheel (US), help to tackle fraud reduction. Such developments are promising. But a lack of sectorial accountability—responsibility, answerability and respect for societal values—could have the opposite effect, aggravating the crisis.

In contrast to government, the primary obligation of private sector enterprises, including GovTech firms, is to maximise private value for their owners or shareholders. When ensuring public value appears incompatible with that corporate obligation, there is a risk of its going by the wayside. Pressure has already begun to mount on technology giants to act more accountably in their public sector partnerships, and on government to enforce accountability, particularly around the use of data generated by citizens. Yet the focus on technology titans risks occluding deliberation on the standards to which start-ups with high-growth potential that work with the public sector are held. This absence is understandable—the societal stakes are (currently) lower, and policymakers fear stifling useful innovation—but short-termist, all the more so in countries that seek to increase their spend to start-ups and SMEs. Inattentiveness today risks spawning a new generation of powerful technology companies, handling public sector data from day one, that acts with scant accountability.

Policymakers must establish accountability as a prerequisite for working with government, and must ensure their capacity to enforce it. Currently, there remain many blurred lines, particularly where data-driven technologies are involved. To what ends, for example, is it permissible for data passed to a private supplier by a public sector client be used beyond the initial designated task? Will governments oversee the code—the instructions given to hardware—inside the technologies that they procure? Do they have the mandate and skills to do so?

51 Datawheel helped to provide data visualisation for MapaInversiones (a digital platform commissioned by IDB) to enable users to track the physical and financial progress of public investment projects in the region. http://mapainversionescr.mideplan.go.cr/ComoFunciona/Sitio.
Recommendations

1) Develop a cohesive approach to data across the public sector

Regulation such as the European GDPR can help to determine how citizens’ data is used by GovTech firms. Yet without a cross-organisational approach to data and its use by third-party providers, consistency can remain patchy. In the UK, NHS hospital trusts have treated patient data—a core asset—in markedly different ways. A London hospital trust transferred medical data for free to third-party servers in 2015, in an arrangement later deemed illegal.\(^5\) By contrast, in 2017 an Oxford hospital trust signed a data-for-equity deal with a digital health technologies company, with the ambition of returning some eventual company profits to the trust.\(^6\) Failure to articulate and act upon a common understanding of the value of citizens’ data, and thus how it should be used, could trigger profound accountability issues and exacerbate existing social inequalities. Policymakers must seek to supply clarity over how data generated by citizens can be used by private contractors. In many cases a mix of complementary legal mechanisms and industry standards will be needed.\(^7\)

New approaches to data management must also be explored. Data trusts, in which a legal structure provides ‘third-part stewardship of data’ are currently being piloted in several countries.\(^8\) Careful monitoring and evaluation of these pilots can help to ascertain their utility for enabling the development of companies that respond to public problems while maintaining privacy and creating trust over data usage.

Citizens must also be equipped to understand when and why data that they have generated is being used in public-private partnerships. Open tender processes can help to ensure that intended usage is publicly accessible and debatable. This approach is preferable to confining public communications only to a retrospective afterthought when citizens can no longer input into how data that they generate will be used, which may stoke discontent.

2) Consider introducing GovTech industry standards

The accountability of the GovTech ecosystem could benefit from technical and ethical industry standards that complement broader regulation (for example, GDPR in Europe).\(^9\) Although there is concern that standardisation, if introduced prematurely, might stifle innovation, standards could help to offset potential problems before they arise, for example by preventing lock-in and providing assurance to citizens wary of government technology outsourcing to little known providers. GovTech covers a broad church of products and services, and standards must be sufficiently capacious to accommodate this range. As a starting point, governments should seek to understand the areas in which GovTech industry standards would have the most impact and support.

---


9. On technical standardisation and interoperability see R1.
3) Understand what GovTech is not

To ensure that GovTech is a vehicle for responsible administration, including the sound use of taxpayer money, it is important to clarify the limitations of GovTech and what can be expected of its products and services. GovTech should not be considered:

a. A Substitute for Stability

Public sectors are frequently criticised for an organisational conservatism that disincentivizes risk-taking. This criticism is often justified. But it is also true that governments must balance the need to innovate with the responsibility to supply stability (even when delivery is imperfect), particularly when serving vulnerable populations. It may therefore be inappropriate to award large service delivery contracts to start-ups with little experience of government as client (or little experience overall). It could also lack cost-effectiveness, if companies are ultimately unable to deliver at scale. Governments should instead ensure plentiful opportunities to award smaller contracts and to pilot GovTech products in a controlled environment, such as sandbox testing. They can thus mitigate delivery-related risks and consider appropriate regulation prior to public roll-out.60

b. A Substitute for Basic Infrastructure

Many GovTech firms promise to utilise new and emerging technologies, including artificial intelligence and machine learning; blockchain; the Internet of Things; Robotic Process automation; and geospatial data analysis. Governments are also seeking to understand how best to use these technologies in the public sector, recognising potential positive impact. They cannot, however, substitute for secure digital infrastructure (see R1), which, as a key enabler of digital innovation across the public sector, must be prioritised.61

c. A Substitute for Human Decision-makers on Critical Topics

There is excitement surrounding potential use cases of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to deliver improved efficiency and accuracy in the public sector. To date, positive use cases include assisting with resource allocation and responding to simple questions from citizens.62 This kind of automation may bring two principal benefits: time efficiency, enabling civil servants to focus on the less rule-bound dimensions of their work; and cost reduction.

Caution must be exercised regarding the types of public sector work that machine learning and other algorithms—often developed by private sector providers—are engaged to perform.63 Given major cross-sectoral concerns surrounding algorithmic fairness and explainability, it remains inappropriate to outsource critical public sector decision-making to algorithms, particularly where citizens are concerned. Numerous use cases, from automating legal decisions to predictive policing and sentencing, already demonstrate the harm to citizens, to democracy, and to government reputation that can result from depending on computer algorithms (in their current phase of development)—and the people

---

60 For example, see the UK Financial Conduct Authority regulatory sandbox: ‘Regulatory Sandbox’, Financial Conduct Authority, 11 May 2015, Regulatory sandbox


who design them—to make critical public policy decisions.64

d. A Substitute for the State

There must a clear line of responsibility within the public sector for projects contracted to GovTech firms. Providing it is appropriately regulated and costed accessibly for smaller companies, bid security such as bank guarantees can help to ensure that start-ups deliver.65 GovTech industry standards can also push companies to meet accountability requirements. But ultimate responsibility for public service delivery lies with the public sector. As Michael King, the UK Local Government Ombudsman, argues, 'the public sector can outsource the service but it cannot outsource its responsibilities'.66 There must be explicit clarity over where, within the public sector, responsibility lies for successful delivery. This attribution can be muddied where project ownership is blurred, for example when a central GovTech team procures on behalf of an agency. Comprehensive outsourcing of the delivery of critical national infrastructure, such as core data registries (for example, patient registries in healthcare) could pose significant accountability challenges, and governments must ensure sufficient in-house capacity to be active partners.

Technology companies are also increasingly taking on functions traditionally associated with the state, particularly in contexts ‘where public institutions are immature or not present’ or are failing to deliver.67 This private-sector supply can reduce the burden of delivery on the state. But there is a risk of deepening inequalities in contexts where core functions such as reliable mobility become wholly privatised or where state provision cannot compete with the quality or convenience of private sector offerings. Where public sectors become dependent on private firms to provide—and control with little oversight—core functions the risk of regulatory capture may also be heightened.


With alarming yet clarifying regularity, entrepreneurs cite procurement-related issues as the principal source of aversion to pursuing government contracts. This tendency is all the more concerning given that public procurement is the largest single marketplace across developing and developed economies, accounting for around one-fifth of global GDP. In a recent survey, US-based start-ups listed lengthy government sales cycles, the complexity of the tendering process, the sense that the process favoured pre-existing providers, and closed-mindedness towards new solutions as the main detracting features. Entrepreneurs in other national contexts cite similar reasons, with corruption and crony capitalism also mentioned as factors that deter them from bidding for government work. For many start-ups focused on securing quick results, it does not seem worth the considerable investment of time, and sometimes money, involved.

A further limiting factor is lack of information: entrepreneurs note that public sector procurers only infrequently approach the entrepreneurial community, expecting start-ups instead to find and navigate opaque online procurement platforms (where they exist) and analogue calls (where they do not). And while digital procurement platforms such as the UK Digital Marketplace (and its G-Cloud framework) are now deemed essential across regions, they may fail to reach their full potential if they are difficult to locate or navigate; are overburdened by jargon; or still require bids to be submitted offline. Furthermore, through procurement can be a vehicle for 'social value', or broader benefits to society than a purchased product or service, the appearance of the term on bid information may alienate unfamiliar suppliers where its meaning is unclear or used inconsistently—as has historically been the case in the UK.

All of these factors, whether real or perceived, disincentivise start-ups from seeking to work with public sector agencies and departments, which in turn lose out on innovations that could add meaningful public value. Where these issues are genuine barriers to entry, it is crucial that policymakers address them and then communicate their reforms to the entrepreneurial community. Where start-ups hold misperceptions, procurement teams must also prioritise communications and relationship-building, promoting transparency and building trust among business communities that currently view public sector procurement with caution or suspicion. Many of these barriers can be addressed through a shift towards 'open contracting', or the fuller public disclosure of procurement related activity at each stage of the procurement process.

---

The recommendations provided here do not address the large-scale procurement reforms that many people hope will transform how governments buy technology. They include building better online procurement infrastructure, regulatory change, and the capacity to diminish budgetary silos in order to spend more efficiently. Even where there is reforming will, these government-wide processes will often take a long time to implement. The suggestions offered here thus encourage GovTech procurers to think imaginatively about what action they can take now to assist the capacities of their agencies to work with innovative smaller companies. For many of these recommendations to be implementable, however, procurers need to have sufficient authority to instigate change. Yet currently, in many countries, government procurers are reportedly often junior, lacking experience and mandate for creativity.

Recommendations

1) Where appropriate, tender challenges rather than pre-determined solutions

There is broad agreement among policymakers interested in procurement reform that a key benefit of diversifying public sector contracting is access to a broader array of talent, technologies, and ideas. But tendering a specific solution that is pre-defined internally, as public sector agencies tend to do, risks excluding from the process start-ups that have high-quality and viable products and services with strong product-market fit. Tendering challenges, by contrast, allows public sector agencies to draw on the capacity of start-ups to inject new ideas and approaches into the public sector.

Challenge tendering is often organised via central competition, with challenges issued through one of the following approaches:

I. Taking a specific, narrowly defined policy problem to the market
Example: The UK GovTech Catalyst Fund enables UK Government teams to take pre-defined problems, not solutions, to market. It allows departments to take specific difficulties that they face and open up the problem-solving process to well-qualified candidates with ideas and skills to address them. A centralised team based in GDS selects the challenges from applications drawn from across the public sector. To date, challenges have including ‘tracking Daesh still imagery online’ and ‘combatting rural isolation’. Brief information on each challenge is available on GOV.UK, and the GovTech team also run a number of engagement activities across the country to further disseminate relevant information.

II. Taking a policy area to the market
Example: This approach is adopted by the Israel Digital Innovation Fund for Public Sector Challenges. Its competition is arranged into broad categories including ‘digital education’, ‘digital public services’ and ‘digital health’, which the central Fund team select from departmental submissions. These categories are subdivided into numerous, briefly defined challenges, each of which covers a broad remit. Entrepreneurs are further invited to submit any proposal they have, regardless of whether it fits within the ringfenced areas. The approach ensures that good ideas, no matter what their application, are not lost to the public sector. This method may be useful for addressing an overall concern about the innovative capacity of the public sector but could also pose logistical challenges relating to capacity and appropriately channelling and managing individual bids.

2) Work creatively within regulatory bounds

Traditional procurement processes are rarely designed to accommodate for the particular

73 For example, Mark Thompson, Jerry Fishenden, and Will Venters, ‘Better Public Services: A Manifesto’ (London, 2018).
qualities of smaller companies. Companies may be required to show considerable financial assets, for example, an impossibility for many young companies. A raft of innovative start-ups may be excluded from the competition as a result of these regulatory constraints. Where governments are not undertaking broad-scale procurement reform, GovTech procurers must thus approach procurement creatively, seeking out alternative mechanisms. In the UK, for example, the GovTech Catalyst Scheme is financed through a Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) fund, which focuses on R&D. Traditional supplier requirements are waived because of the early-stage focus.

It remains the case in most countries, however, that when centralised GovTech competitions conclude, start-ups must typically then enter the standard departmental procurement process, even after a successful pilot. By that point, however, they have acquired key departmental contacts—without which many start-ups indicate reluctance to bid.74

Directly explaining procurement restraints to start-ups can also yield innovative approaches. Eyal Feder, CEO of ZenCity, a start-up focused on citizen sentiment analysis, explains that the company concertedly works with officials to expedite contracting. Sometimes the company will ‘go through a bidding process, sometimes it will come in under the threshold at which bidding is required, sometimes it finds alternative contract vehicles.’75 The UK Government directly advises SMEs to pitch below the threshold where possible, to avoid pre-qualification questionnaires (which have been discontinued for smaller bids).76 Start-ups are hungry for new clients, and repeat revenue—which governments are often well placed to offer—and will likely accommodate where possible.

3) Prioritise Market Engagement

It is not enough alone to improve the procurement process for start-ups. For these reforms to have impact, it is crucial that they are also communicated directly to the GovTech community. This work is often lacking. In 2015, for example, the UK Government introduced Mystery Shopper (a supplier complaint mechanism) and Contracts Finder (a search engine for information about contracts over £10,000 with the government and its agencies), procurement reform initiatives specifically targeted at the SME market. Despite their objective to assist smaller companies in working with government, ‘a lack of awareness’ among start-ups and SMEs reportedly hindered their capacity to engage high-quality new players.77

Procurers often recognise, and are frustrated by, the disconnection between their reform effort and its communication to start-ups and SMEs. As a senior Israeli technology procurer described, ‘we know it’s important work, but it’s not in anybody’s job description and nobody has time to do it.’ Embedding into procurement teams engagement practitioners with the specific remit to foster relations with the entrepreneurial community can help to address this gap. As they gain familiarity with the concerns of start-ups, engagement leads can also play a critical role in professionalising the provision of feedback from smaller suppliers

to public sector procurers. These engagement practitioners require a ‘translator’ skillset (see R7) and pre-existing GovTech networks or the capacity quickly to develop them.

**Strategic market engagement requires making the languages and processes of government procurement comprehensible to non-traditional suppliers.** In many countries, current levels of procurement illegibility risk both obfuscating the primary task of the organisation—to better serve citizens—and undermining trust.78 Written evidence from one UK procurement process epitomises broader international failings: it found the language of the procurement documents to be ‘mostly irrelevant’ to potential bidders, requiring ‘agencies to appoint lawyers to translate the language and understanding’ for them.79 Few governments provide comprehensive and accessible explanation. A stand-out exception is the Scottish Government, which in 2018 launched www.supplierjourney.scot, offering clear and comprehensive information on public sector procurement to current and potential bidders (see Box 2). Other governments can learn from this example.

---

78 In light of André Spicer, ‘Shooting the Shit: The Role of Bullshit in Organisations’, M@n@gement 16, no. 5 (2013): 653–66, https://doi.org/10.3917/mana.165.0653.


---

**BOX 2**

**Scottish Government Procurement Information Website**

The free website offers a step-by-step guide (see above) to the Scottish procurement process, a glossary of procurement terms, and useful links. It ‘translates’ procurement jargon and legislation, explaining key elements of Scottish public procurement. It also provides details of Prior Information Notices, Contract Notices, Contract Award Notices and Contract Registers, explicating how companies can use this information for bid planning. As a living resource, the website will reflect legislative changes, making it a valuable resource for experienced as well as new suppliers. It is too early to measure the impact of the initiative, but there is little doubt that, if well publicised, it could become a key resource for both new and more experienced suppliers.
4) Keep lines of communication open

As organisations, start-ups are often inexperienced but eager to learn. They may be unfamiliar with the languages and processes of government procurement. Where start-ups present bids that are relevant but poorly framed for the public sector client, and ultimately unsuccessful, procurers should invest the time to provide relevant feedback. Many start-ups express being deterred from public sector bids by a poor initial experience (sometimes through primary contractors). Feedback can help to ensure that start-ups do not abandon the public sector market after one failed attempt—with the public sector losing access to their solutions—but instead return to make better executed bids that clearly articulate cost effectiveness and product-market fit in procurable language.

5) Manage procurement timeframes

There is no magic formula for the length of a tender process, but several key considerations for procurers are critical for engaging smaller companies. Long procurement processes pose difficulties for start-ups, whose month-to-month cash flow—and thus existence—may depend on winning work (and presenting contracts in hand to potential investors) and being paid in a timely manner. Otherwise, their ‘liquidity and profits can be impaired, reducing economic growth.’ Despite these detrimental effects, of 77 economies measured by the World Bank in 2016, payment was timely in only one-third, with delays standard across regions.

Excessively short submission deadlines can also disfavour smaller companies, as they may have limited in-house capacity to quickly turnaround bids when compared to larger firms. They may also lack templates from previous bids, which speed up bid-writing for incumbent suppliers. It may be easier for the largest firms, with big in-house contract bidding teams, to respond to tenders with short submission deadlines. Procurers should identify mechanisms for providing start-ups with sufficient time to bid, while condensing later-stage timeframes by speeding up internal processes where possible, particularly surrounding contract awarding and payment delays. The bidding process for the design of the Canadian Open by Default Procurement Platform (see Box 3) exemplifies this approach.

---

**BOX 3**

**Government of Canada Open by Default Procurement Pilot (2017)**

The Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (TBS) and Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) took up the challenge of bid time management when they co-designed a bidding process for the TBS Open by Default Procurement Platform, which enables Canadian government departments to make documentation and data publicly available. They recognised that access to a wide supplier pool with varied ideas might help them to achieve the best outcome, and thus sought both to avoid prescriptiveness, ‘to allow as much innovation and creativeness as possible’, and design a supplier-friendly process. While observing procurement requirements, they were able to award the contract within 24 hours of making a contracting decision, thus removing the burden of an extended waiting game for bidders, including innovative smaller firms.

6) **Disaggregate contracts**

Governments are beginning to explore contract disaggregation, or the division of large contracts into smaller and less risky work programmes. In the UK, a 10% decrease in the overall value of public procurement was accompanied by a 20% rise in number of contracts awarded (increasing to 40,130) in 2018. Although the number of contracts awarded to SMEs dropped in the same period, contract aggregation could benefit smaller firms because of greater willingness to contract from unfamiliar providers, and to explore more innovative options, on smaller contracts that carry less risk.

**Contract disaggregation of cloud-based services may also enhance security by mitigating the risk of leaving huge amounts of work and data on one cloud.** However, policymakers must then work to ensure interoperability between clouds: with shared standards, providers are fungible. Without, departments and agencies risk becoming chained to single cloud providers.

7) **Bring frontline civil servants into the purchasing decision-making process**

Frontline civil servants are often responsible for the usage of GovTech products. Their specialist knowledge places them well to play a key role in procurement decision-making, and there are clear use cases of GovTech companies scaling on the basis of early frontline support. From an investment perspective, financers acknowledge being compelled by stories of frontline civil servants, from teachers to nurses, being enthused by a product. They view it as a sign of potential scalability. Strong connectedness between national technology procurers and city and state-level purchasing decisionmakers could help to bring companies that local frontline civil servants appreciate to the attention of central government procurers.

---


4. Ensure the provision of appropriate, and often patient, financing

The question of how GovTech should be financed will rise to prominence in the coming years as an increasing number of companies, buoyed by an enthusiastic ecosystem and recognising the size of the market, seek to enter the space. Before considering who is best placed to finance GovTech, it is crucial to consider the qualities of the financing that GovTech requires. At the current stage of ecosystem maturity, a critical quality is patience, or investment accepting of uncertain conditions and long and inexact timeframes.

Patient capital has historically been crucial to the development of high-risk technology sectors that address questions of basic technological feasibility, such as biotechnology and nanotechnology. Patient capital investors—often public funding bodies that are more willing (and often better equipped) to bear risk than private investors—exhibit a strong alignment with the missions of their investments, and a willingness to bet ‘long’ on them. In contrast to these traditional ‘high-risk’ investment categories, many GovTech ventures sit at the applied end of the innovation lifecycle, sidestepping the uncertainties of basic technological feasibility. Yet their risk profile—including working to slow-moving and often unclear demand-side timeframes—means that they, too, require time, and the attendant patient financing, to grow.

Private venture capitalists, whose financing many GovTech founders seek, often expect sizeable returns on their investments in just three to five years. Yet GovTech enterprises need time to build public-sector knowledge and relations. Funding deployed with a demand for unrealistically speedy profit could harm the GovTech industry by curtailing the time available to entrepreneurs to grasp and navigate the most precarious aspects of their enterprise. Mismatched timeframes could yield a cohort of companies that fail to acquire the depth of experience to negotiate government procurement processes or build familiarity with institutional cultures and key decision makers in the departments into which they seek to sell. Even entrepreneurs with public-sector backgrounds are unlikely to have extensive knowledge of multiple departments across several governments.

Lack of time to correct this inexperience could collapse individual GovTech enterprises or push them to pivot from the public sector towards quicker private sector wins. Companies serving both markets may retract from the public sector. This departure could limit knowledge diffusion across the industry, stunting its capacity to mature. Public and private funders must seek to mitigate the risks of misaligned timeframes as they design funding provisions, where appropriate making them patient-by-design.

---


91 In several countries start-ups whose products are suitable for both markets report focusing on the private sector only because the public sector barriers seem too high.

In more mature GovTech contexts, patience may be a less critical quality. Investors argue that in the US, the most mature GovTech market, traditional VC timeframes are feasible (particularly for companies selling at the city- and state-level)—but the market is still too young to provide strong evidence either way. Entrepreneurs also note that US city governments can be quick to procure and implement new products. Outside the US, promising, if anecdotal, signs are also evident. Yet, positive examples remain limited: for most entrepreneurs seeking government contracts, slowness continues to be the norm, with protracted procurement and payment processes prevalent globally.

Given these circumstances, investors best placed to finance GovTech ventures in many national contexts will be those willing and able to:

I. Invest with patience, against a timeframe reflective of the qualities of the local market and international markets into which investees seek to enter

II. Perform a ‘connector’ function, introducing start-ups to relevant procurement decisionmakers and processes

These considerations lead to the question of who should finance GovTech. A variety of funders may be well placed to support GovTech, including national funding bodies, private investors and regional development banks.

Recommendation

1) Policymakers must carefully consider which funding option(s) are best suited to their local context and their ambitions for the local GovTech industry.

On the basis of that assessment they can identify mechanisms for directly funding GovTech and/or incentivising other finance providers to do so. Funders may include:

I. Public Funding

National public funding bodies have historically proven adept at providing patient finance to high-risk technology sectors through alignment with the missions of their investments, and a willingness and capacity to see them as long-term investments. In many countries, there are several indicators that this route may also be a sound vehicle for GovTech financing. They include:

- A high degree of mission-alignment with the development of the sector overall and with specific sub-sectors (administrative reform, citizen engagement, etc.)
- Experience of offering patient capital to other technology-based sectors
- Experience with the demand-side barriers of working with government
- Well placed to build connections between GovTech companies and public sector purchasing decision-makers


95 In many countries it may be more challenging for philanthropic capital to be channelled directly towards GovTech firms, despite mission-alignment, as foundations are often not set up to make for-profit investments. On the US case, see Knight Foundation and Rita Allen Foundation, ‘Scaling Civic Tech: Paths to a Sustainable Future’ (Knight Foundation, 31 October 2017), https://knightfoundation.org/reports/scaling-civic-tech, p. 27.


97 This advantage assumes strong connectedness and may not stand in the context of extremely siloed public sectors.
• Well placed to identify potential network effects of GovTech products and opportunities to scale cross-governmentally and to other markets.

Advantages to the public sector of directly funding GovTech include:

• Ensuring funding mechanisms are aligned with national vision of the role of technology in the future of government
• Ensuring funding mechanisms are aligned with broader ambitions for a digital society and economy, as articulated, for example, in national industrial strategies
• Ensuring funding is channelled to genuine challenges of governance that may benefit from skills beyond those of traditional government ‘insiders’ or incumbent technology giants alone
• Enabling public sectors to gain awareness of new and emerging technologies of relevance to the public sector prior to the procurement stage

Public investment in GovTech may help both to address the GovTech funding deficit and to stimulate investment in the industry among private investors. Many GovTech companies report receiving private venture backing only after receiving seed or pre-seed funding from public funders, with the state removing the earliest risk. Private investors note that seeing public funders sufficiently interested in a GovTech company to invest taxpayer money into it, however small the amount, provides an assurance of product-market fit that they value.

The need for assurance—initial government funding as a springboard for later VC investment—reflects the youth of the ecosystem in most countries. Currently, few private investors have direct experience of working in government or in a GovTech start-up. Company board members are often drawn from the rank of investors, so GovTech start-ups may also lack board members experienced in working with government. As GovTech start-ups begin to grow and enjoy financial success, and some of their founders become investors and advisors in the sector—in a process known as ‘entrepreneurial recycling’—it is probable that (I) private investors will become more willing to take on the risks inherent to GovTech and (II) some risk will diminish as the industry matures and there is stronger proof of government receptivity to procuring from GovTech companies. When this level is ecosystem maturation is achieved, the need for state-backed financial incentivisation or early-stage funding may diminish (though the industry may still represent a sound investment choice for public funders). The industry may nonetheless still represent a sound investment for public funders, not least where equity is taken.

Public funders can also consider co-investment, providing private investors with an avenue for risk-(and reward-) sharing as they explore a new industry. In the UK, the British Business Bank co-invests with private investors, including in funds oriented towards public challenges (see Box 4).

---

98 This advantage also assumes strong connectedness and may not stand in the context of extremely siloed public sectors.
99 One US-based investor argued that state funding could be viewed as a sign of ‘failure’ on the private market, though this interpretation appeared a minority view, and may reflect the size of the private investment landscape in the US when compared to other markets.
101 The Israeli high-technology sector provides an example. Initially stimulating R&D in the high technology sector through a suite of grant programmes, the state retracted from the funding landscape as the sector became self-sustaining.
BOX 4
British Business Bank Co-Invests in Technologies for National Security

British Business Bank (BBB), a state-owned economic development bank focused on SMEs, has established a National Security Strategic Investment Fund to provide patient capital investment for advanced technologies that contribute to national security. The Bank expects investment partners to follow an investment strategy with a 'significant element' focused on HM Government’s National Security Strategic Technology Areas of Interest. The Bank assesses the technical expertise of the private investors for investing in dual-use advanced technologies and approves the investment strategy that they design. Like the 'challenge' model of GovTech procurement, the Bank evaluates rather than prescribes, maximising external expert input.

II. Private Venture Capital

The argument that GovTech requires patient financing does not exclude private investors from usefully and profitably funding GovTech ventures. Although private investors have historically viewed GovTech as too high-risk, some VCs have begun to indicate openness to GovTech as an investment category, and to offer patient investment. A few funds, principally focused on developed markets, are exclusively dedicated to GovTech. They note positive qualities of GovTech as an investment class, including 'a clear customer that can pay' and 'relatively defined benchmark metrics to look for when conducting diligence on an investment.'

III. Corporate Investment

Corporate acquisitions of GovTech start-ups and corporate VC interest in the sector appears to be increasing. In 2016, Google acquired Urban Engines, an urban mobility start-up that combines big data and urban analytics. Google now sells these data analysis and visualisation services to municipalities around the world. M12, the venture fund of Microsoft (one of the biggest public sector technology vendors in many countries) has also invested in GovTech. In the US, several large technology providers including Oracle are buying GovTech start-ups to increase their innovative capacity.

Corporate investors co-sell investee products with their own technology products, with an eye to acquiring top-performing portfolio companies. The rapprochement between corporates experienced in public sector sales and less connected start-ups may help to build profitable, global companies, and bring innovation into the public sector. But it is unlikely that the relationship will, in the long run, boost competition, as large technology companies seek to acquire their most successful portfolio companies.

Many policymakers cite competition in public procurement as a principal objective in nurturing a GovTech sector. Where increased and higher quality competition is a long-term ambition, they must diversify the range of funding options available and incentivise GovTech firms to consider alternative scenarios to acquisition.

---

103 Funds include: GovTech Fund (US-based); GovTech Fund and Sunstone Technology Ventures (Germany-based, Europe-focused); Public (principally UK and France-based, Europe-focused).
IV. Blended Finance

Blended finance, in which public or philanthropic funds and private funds are used to co-invest in costly global projects, has drawn high-level international support as a mechanism for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). By some definitions, blended finance is focused on strategically engaging public or philanthropic development capital to mobilise additional private commercial finance specifically for SDG-related investments. Multilateral organisations including the OECD and UN argue that blended finance encourages private funders to invest in sectors and geographies that they typically avoid by helping to de-risk these investments and by facilitating the entry of private investors into emerging markets with strong growth potential.

A subsector of GovTech products and services feed directly into the SDG agenda, and is thus eligible for SDG-focused funding. GovTech companies tackling policy areas including urban development, mobility, education, and healthcare, particularly in the global South, could be eligible investees of blended finance. The Portuguese GovTech programme specifically focuses on the SDGs, a model on which other governments could draw. Global and regional development banks are also beginning to express interest in GovTech and could play a major role in SDG-related GovTech investment.

Governments should ensure that information on SDG funding opportunities are readily accessible to the local GovTech community. They can usefully educate GovTech entrepreneurs on presenting their ventures as investible projects, articulated in the language of the SDGs. They should also ensure that blended finance decisionmakers fully understand the potential value of GovTech for tackling the SDGs (for examples, see Box 5). While development professionals acknowledge digital technologies as ‘perhaps the greatest single enabler of sustainable development in the coming years’, fewer emphasize the utility of innovative technological uptake by governments for realising the SDG agenda.

---


**BOX 5**  
GovTech start-ups supporting SDGs (examples)\(^{110}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDG3: Good health and wellbeing</th>
<th>Statwig (India), funded by UNICEF Innovation Fund, aims to use blockchain technologies to ensure efficient delivery of vaccines through enhancing supply-chain management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDG9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure</td>
<td>Project Isizwe (South Africa), a not-for-profit, partners with government to roll-out free WiFi in low-income communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG11: Sustainable cities and communities</td>
<td>CityFlag (Mexico/US) provides technologies to facilitate direct interaction between local governments and citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG15: Life on Land</td>
<td>INFOMAT (Portugal), winner of govtech, the Portuguese government competition, develops intelligent forest management technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG16: Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions</td>
<td>Votem (US) provides a mobile voting platform design for securely casting votes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{110}\) Project Isizwe is not a GovTech firm but works with government and enables better connectivity between citizens and governments.
5. Engage academia at each stage of the GovTech innovation lifecycle

From cyber security to advanced manufacturing, few innovation ecosystems have developed in which academia has not played a major role. Across technology sectors, universities play a crucial role in stimulating innovation both by exposing businesses to ideas that they may not have previously considered, and by helping them to understand the limits of what is technologically possible or ethically desirable. They contribute to the full lifecycle of technological development: providing training and building human capital; enabling knowledge transfer and access to new ideas; developing technological spin-offs that convert academic research into high value commercialisation ventures; and providing support on issues of ethics and governance. Entrepreneurs in R&D-intensive technology sectors have suggested, furthermore, that university collaboration schemes are among the most valuable assets that an ecosystem can provide to them.111 University involvement in ecosystem development has not always occurred organically: governments have often played a key role in successfully facilitating the process, providing the conditions for interconnectivity between industry, policymakers and academia.

To date, universities are often not well embedded into GovTech innovation ecosystems. There is little university-led GovTech incubation or knowledge transfer. In most countries academics have not played a significant role in overarching GovTech policy or ecosystem design. This lack of connection goes hand in hand with a relative sparsity of GovTech-focused research.112 Although an extensive literature on digital or e-government exists, scant scholarship parses GovTech as an industry or ecosystem. Related literature on smart cities and digital health often focuses more on regulation than innovation (though these dimensions of course intertwine).

A further factor determining the relative absence of academia from the GovTech ecosystem may be the difference in the disciplinary profiles relevant to GovTech compared to other technology innovation ecosystems. GovTech entrepreneurs often focus on novel applications of existing or emerging technologies in the public sector rather than on the development of radically new technologies. This accent on public policy applications means that GovTech knowledge transfer must extend beyond technological and scientific expertise alone to include cutting-edge public policy research focused on an overarching institutional level and on specific public policy domains.


112 Exceptions include the ‘AI for policymaking’ project at the Alan Turing Institute, London, and the GovLab at New York University. This guide forms part of the Digital State Project at the Bennett Institute for Public Policy, of which GovTech is a major research focus. Universities are beginning to contribute to other dimensions of GovTech ecosystem creation, including education and commercialisation. The entrepreneurship programme at the Judge Business School, Cambridge, offers a GovTech Specialist Pathway. IE PublicTech Lab (Madrid) will offer an accelerator programme.
Recommendations

1) Fund GovTech-critical multidisciplinary R&D that falls between discipline-specific funding bodies

Funding can be engaged to 1) boost underdeveloped or strategically advantageous GovTech subsectors and 2) help to create the necessary underlying conditions for GovTech to flourish. For example, research into the human interpretability of AI may help to increase public confidence in its public sector deployment.113

2) Collaborate on the creation and use of collaborative public space (CPS)

CPS constitutes space specifically designed to create trust among multiple stakeholders who lack familiarity or mutual trust. In CPS, actors who usually hesitate to share fully information and collaborate with each other because of their different, and often competitive, positions in the market, willingly do so.114 Activities in CPS, including commercialisation projects, have been proven to enhance both the capabilities and economic opportunities of the participants and those of industrial systems overall.115 As multidisciplinary organisations that are often both connected to the private and public sectors, and relatively independent of both, universities may be well placed to host and coordinate government-supported GovTech CPS (for example, see Box 6).

---

3) Engage academics for training purposes and as ‘critical friends’

University-based experts can be engaged to provide tailored-training on core dimensions of GovTech, from the modernisation of public sector procurement processes to privacy considerations. Policymakers can also draw on academic researchers 1) to receive supportive but critical advice and feedback on GovTech policy and programme design, including ethics and governance dimensions and 2) to measure the effectiveness of GovTech products, services, and programmes. In a recent example, the Georgia Research Alliance (GRA), a state-led non-profit organisation, awarded a grant for university research to measure the effectiveness of a case management system designed by Acivilate, a GovTech company in which GRA is an investor.117

Countries around the world suffer from a deficit of skilled developers, data scientists and engineers equipped to build and secure technological innovations and infrastructures for the coming decades. Unless addressed as a priority, this deficit will be detrimental to GovTech, alongside all other new and emerging technology sectors. Considering the centrality of technological skills to generating and sustaining economic prosperity, policymakers must urgently address this challenge.

The following recommendations focus on producing pipelines of technological talent dedicated to addressing public sector needs specifically. To this end, the recommendations place emphasis on providing experiences to school-age and university students that blend technological education and upskilling with exposure to GovTech projects, particularly around strategic national requirements and probable future skill needs.

Recommendations

1) Develop youth-focused cybersecurity programmes

In one GovTech subfield, cyber security, some countries have already begun to take this approach. In Israel, the National Center for Cyber Education (CEC), established in 2017, trains young people in cyber skills through programmes including after school clubs. CEC works closely with industry and academia to translate developments in the cyber field into curricula that respond to shifting industry and defence needs. The UK also has a cyber programme focused on young people, the Cyber Security Challenge. Cross-regional cyber security programmes for young people are also emerging, as are government-run programmes for girls, designed to address the global gender gap in cyber security professions.

Given the criticality of cybersecurity for protecting both citizens and states, these youth-oriented programmes are promising. Policymakers should carefully monitor and evaluate their effectiveness in encouraging students into cyber-oriented careers, including in and with the public sector. To evaluate outcomes, they will need to dedicate resources to maintaining contact with programme participants following their graduation and to collecting data on career outcomes.

2) Provide and support GovTech-focused youth experiences

To date, there are few examples of cognate youth-focused programmes to support GovTech needs more broadly. Governments should consider drawing on the experiences of cyber programmes to provide opportunities for students to work on a range of GovTech challenges and to engage with practitioners. Current strategies, though limited, include competitions, internships and scholarships (see Table 2). A further method, hackathons, which typically collocate participants for brief periods, may help to generate enthusiasm and build valuable social ties but to have broad effect on technology development

---


is better conceived as part of longer-term programming.\(^{120}\)

3) Work with universities to build the pipeline

Practitioners should consider collaborating with universities on field courses in which students (of technology-based and other relevant disciplines) both study the relevant literature and apply their skills to real-world public sector challenges. The approach can offer several benefits, including: encouraging local collaborations; demonstrating to students the possibility of impact at scale through public sector technology work; and creating opportunities for students to meet practitioners.\(^{121}\) Such courses can have meaningful impact on ecosystem creation, including spawing companies. One student of DPI-663, a course at the Harvard Kennedy School focused on government technology, explains that she not only received a job offer on the back of the class, but also became a ‘client’ for a later cohort.\(^{122}\)

Field courses are more easily developed where there are strong links between universities and the public sector. As Rachel Douglas-Jones, convenor of the Digital State module at IT University, Copenhagen, observes, ‘the boundaries between university and other sectors are very permeable in Denmark.’\(^{123}\) This social capital facilitates collaboration, including guest lectures by policymakers from the Ministry of Digitalisation.


\(^{122}\) DPI-663 (Cambridge, MA) http://innovategovernment.org/about/.

Beyond the need for greater inhouse technological understanding, governments require skilled ‘translators’ equipped to navigate between with the different languages, cultures, priorities and ambitions both across the technological and policymaking dimensions of government and between technology firms and the state.124

Probably driven by pragmatic ends, some technology firms have more quickly grasped the need for these bicultural agents than governments. Large technology firms have begun to recognise that as their work increasingly enters into the territory of public policy, from data leakage to online harms, ‘Silicon Valley needs translators more than ever.’125 A product management director at X, the R&D arm of Google focused on technologies with large-scale impact, self-defines as ‘a translator’ who excels at ‘translating between engineers, technical people and non-technical people, who sometimes don’t understand each other.’126

Governments require similarly equipped translators, not least as they increasingly work with GovTech firms. It is important that policymakers do not rely on industry alone to supply translators for their shared conversations, leaving them dependent on industry interpretations (translation is not a neutral exercise). A revolving doors approach— with skilled decipherers moving between industry and public sector roles—may also be undesirable: such contiguity risks leaving governments susceptible to regulatory capture.

Governments need instead to cultivate their own in-house translational capacities, as well as trusted external translators. Not every translator needs in-depth subject matter expertise in engineering and public policy. It is about sufficient understanding, and what sufficiency means will vary depending on the particular policy and technology domains.

These translational needs are one reason why, when we consider our future public sector skill needs, we should be cautious of being too one dimensional, prioritising technological capabilities above all else. One useful suggestion is that job specifications for junior government technology roles include the ‘ability to translate between technical and non-technical individuals.’127

**Recommendations**

1) Embed translators at all levels of the civil service in order to facilitate long-term cultural change.

In the UK, for example, the civil service fast stream—the elite graduate recruitment programme—could open a ‘translator’ track, just as it employs, and trains up, statisticians and social researchers. This would go beyond (and complement) its current technology-focused track.128

---


125 Hannah Kuchler, ‘Google’s Obi Felten: “You Can’t Cast Half the Population as Villains and the Other Half as the Victims’”, The Financial Times, 6 December 2018, https://www.ft.com/content/1e336774-f827-11e8-af46-2022a0b02a6c.


2) Embed translators in GovTech units

Most GovTech teams are highly delivery-oriented, focused on deadlines and deliverables. Given the experimental nature of their policy domain, they report an urgency to meet key performance indicators (KPIs) and to prove that their programmes add value. In light of these pressures, they often lack the bandwidth to undertake broader strategic and ethical thinking. Governments should consider embedding a translator function at the core of any GovTech team that it establishes with the mandate to provide leadership on these critical dimensions.

3) Map what ‘enough’ policy and technology understanding means across different policy domains and regarding individual technologies, and recruit translators accordingly

The depth of technological insight needed might differ depending on the specific technology being primed for public sector application, or according to the specific application for which it is intended.

4) Draw on universities, centres of multidisciplinary expertise, to seek out experts who are already equipped to move between technological and policy contexts

In some cases, researchers possessing these characteristics will be dispersed across numerous university departments. In others, there will be clear hubs of expertise that governments can approach directly.

5) Universities can also help to build the pipeline of translator talent

Most postgraduate degrees and qualifications in Public Policy recruit from diverse professional and disciplinary backgrounds, including technology subjects. Candidates study public policy in detail alongside a cohort with collectively broad-ranging experience. Governments may sponsor technologists and engineers to study for these qualifications in return for a period of public service.

6) Consider introducing an ‘Ambassador to Start-ups and SMEs’ role

Countries including Denmark and France already have an ‘Ambassador to the Technology Sector’ or ‘Ambassadors to Silicon Valley’ (including example, Denmark and France) but their energies are typically focused on relationship-building with powerful large technology companies. Their mandate is also often foreign companies. By introducing a role dedicated to smaller companies, including in the domestic market, governments can achieve two key outcomes: 1) Send a signal to the market of the commitment of government to working with and supporting smaller companies. 2) Serve as a key point of knowledge transfer between technology start-ups and the state. The position-holder would be well placed to encourage start-ups to consider the public sector market.

7) Place translators in agencies and departments, to contribute to procurement processes

Where countries have centralised offices for responsible technology innovation and national data governance, such as the newly launched Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation in the UK, these offices should also be inward-facing, guiding GovTech development and usage. They will thus have a need for translators, who will play a powerful role in shaping how creators—of technologies and of policies—negotiate the ethics of their own inventions.

---


Scaling enterprises across jurisdictions can present a major challenge for GovTech entrepreneurs. In large economies with a multitude of municipal and state governments working within the same or similar regulatory frameworks, internationalisation may be less pressing. But for start-ups based in smaller economies, the capacity to sell abroad is critical to growth. In a competitive funding landscape in which GovTech companies vie for capital alongside other technology verticals, the capacity of a GovTech company to sell into multiple public sectors is often also a key consideration for investors.

There is plentiful collaboration between national governments on digital government agendas. The D9 membership group, committed to leadership in digital government, integrates countries from Uruguay to South Korea. Latin American digital government teams frequently collaborate via the Network of e-Government Leaders of Latin America and the Caribbean (Red GEALC), a regional network.

Unsurprisingly given its newness, less attention has been paid by policymakers to building international connections for GovTech. Yet the success of GovTech as an industry will depend on internationalisation, and governments should thus consider as part of their broader GovTech strategy how best to support internationalisation efforts. They must also keep track of international GovTech use cases to ensure knowledge of, and access to, the best products and services available for the domestic public sector.

Recommendations

1) Seek out international use cases

Policymakers should seek to keep track of international GovTech use cases to ensure that they are aware of the most useful products and services on the market. Developing GovTech as a common workstream in regional trade blocs and regional and international digital government networks may help with this effort.

2) Promote the national GovTech industry

Governments can help to promote the national GovTech industry, including through ensuring that it is represented at regional and international public sector conferences. The approach has two principal advantages: 1) enabling agencies and departments to showcase how they have engaged innovation with positive outcomes 2) promoting individual companies that are serving the public sector well and GovTech as an ecosystem. There is already evidence that the approach works at the national level, with one GovTech investor estimating 50% of sales across his fund portfolio to come from governments referring other agencies, often through exhibiting use cases at public sector conferences or securing the attendance of companies with which they work.\(^{131}\)

---

3) Work towards developing common GovTech marketplaces

As a longer-term objective, policymakers should consider supporting and developing the business case for regional GovTech marketplaces. Where geopolitical circumstances allow for them, carefully governed regional marketplaces enabled by e-procurement could greatly facilitate the expansion of GovTech companies through providing them with quick access to multiple national tenders. Once verified, companies could sell into numerous departments and agencies regardless of national borders. This approach could also stimulate economies of scale, providing lower cost, higher quality procurement outcomes for public sectors and generating more and higher standard competition.132

---

Appendices
Appendix 1.
Sources and Methodology

This guide focuses predominantly on GovTech at the national level, though draws occasionally on city-level examples. The focus addresses an intellectual gap: most policy literature on government-SME collaboration addresses 'smart cities' policy rather than national technology initiatives. The principal data gathering tools on which this guide is based are desk research, fieldwork, and qualitative interviews with more than sixty policymakers, GovTech entrepreneurs, incubators and accelerators, and investors (private and public) based in Europe, the Middle East, Latin American, and Australasia.

Empirical case studies are drawn from a variety of countries, including several from the UK and Israel, where the most intensive fieldwork was undertaken. These countries, both founding members of the D9 ('Digital 9') alliance, are among the first whose national governments have deliberately undertaken efforts to cultivate a national GovTech ecosystem. The international examples showcased constitute recent efforts by governments to work with start-ups and SMEs to exploit the potential benefits of disruptive technologies for usage in the public sector. The methodological apparatus draws principally on innovation-focused Science and Technology Studies, and particularly the co-productionist strand, which both argues that science and technology and the social order exist in a mutually constitutive relationship and explores how to shepherd that relationship towards beneficial outcomes.\(^{134}\)

As GovTech is so young an industry, with scant data available even on the short-term impact of most government-lead GovTech policies and programmes, it is not possible to evaluate the long-term successes or failures of individual policies or programmes referenced here. The examples provided are selected because they show early signs of success vis-à-vis intended or desirable outcomes, but they must nonetheless be understood as work-in-progress.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lack of technological understanding in the public sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Difficulty recruiting and retaining technological talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lack of interest or understanding regarding working with start-ups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Perception of digital innovation as extra, non-essential and peripheral work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Procurement systems no longer fit for purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Slow purchasing decision-making processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Long-held incumbent relationships and contracts with technology giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Over-reliance on individual digitisation champions in public sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Organisational structures and cultures that disincentivise experimentation and stoke fear of disempowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Policies, including lack of political will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Fear of public perception of failed experimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Responsibility to balance experimentation with providing stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Inexperience of start-ups in working with government and vice versa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Divergent cultural factors and models (real and perceived) between start-ups and government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Incompatibility of investor expectations and government sales cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Difficulty of ensuring accountability when technological solutions sourced to private sector companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Scalability and generalisability of start-up product and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Risk of fragmentation and duplication when working with smaller technology providers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3.
Future Research Questions

This guide opens up a set of questions that require further investigation in order to shape national GovTech innovation ecosystems towards accountability and sustainability. Future research areas are numerous, and include:

GovTech industry standards:
What are the key drivers for creating GovTech standards and what are the areas in which standards would have the most impact and support?

Use of data generated by citizens:
How do citizens want data that they generate to be used in public-private partnerships, and how can governments best deliver on that vision, including where citizens express divergent viewpoints? How can new mechanisms, such as data trusts, contribute to data management and use?

GovTech policy and programme design:
What GovTech policy and programme design can best support the creation of a local GovTech innovation ecosystem and, where it is a priority, its internationalisation?

Lesson learning from the development of earlier technology ecosystems:
What lessons can be learned for GovTech from the development of earlier technology innovation ecosystems, including FinTech, that have sought to impact traditional, highly regulated sectors? How is GovTech distinctive from these earlier examples?

Innovation and Regulation:
How can sandboxing and piloting best be engaged to test GovTech products and services and provide regulators with insights into new technologies for the public sector, while ensuring that consumer protection is not waived?

GovTech industry data:
How can we construct and make available the necessary datasets to 1) ensure that public and private sector organisations are equipped to target and evaluate their support to GovTech companies and 2) assess the impact of the GovTech ecosystem on the public sector and as an industry of the economy?”
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